The Design of Your System
Acoustical Analysis Report

Acoustic Design Review for Home Theater
HAA definition of a System: The chain of components from source through
amplification, speakers and finally including the last critical link in the chain; the
listening room. All are part of the final performance picture and are integral components
of the system. This analysis report focuses on the room component of the system and
how well the other components are integrated into a balanced properly designed home
theater.
The Home Acoustics Alliance (HAA®) has developed the Acoustic Design Review (ADR) for Home Theater to be a qualitative
review of the design of a home theater system. The various "Elements" that outline the framework for a properly designed system
have been reviewed and graded based upon how well they conform to the industry standards. The grades provide a relative scale to
judge success but does not consider if the equipment has then been properly calibrated after installation. Other quantitative elements
must be measured and heard to get the total picture of a systems performance. This final quantitative check called the Acoustic
Calibration Review (ACR) factors in the actual measured performance of the system and is detailed separately. For the total
performance evaluation, the ADR establishes the required design elements and the ACR orchestrates the final calibration elements.
This ADR section of the report explains how the design of the system can be improved to make high performance results possible.
Calibration of a high end sound system begins with a proper design.
ABOUT YOUR SCORE:

The grading scale devised for this analysis is based upon a four point system: The score of "A" means that your system
complies and high end performance will not be restricted based upon this element's influence. A score of "B" means
that your system does not fully comply with the element specification and it may begin to have some impact on sonic
performance. A score of "C" is where changes to the system are recommended to bring the performance up to a high
end level. A score of "D" means that the element does not comply with system standards and the current design is
strongly recommended to be changed if possible.
Element 1
A single front center channel speaker is nearly centered on
display screen.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

A

The center channel is the most important speaker in the system. Its signal typically contains most of
the dialogue and has as a prime function preserving the link between the visual and audio in the
sound track. In addition, audio signals of the front soundstage are reproduced with the same quality
as the left and right channels. The symmetry and accuracy of the soundstage depends on the
alignment of the center front speaker with the display preserving the listeners focus on the screen.

RECOMMENDATION: There is a single front center channel speaker which is centered on the
display screen, no additional adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 2
Front center speaker effective direct sound distance/time to the
central listening position is identical to right and left front
speakers.
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Acoustic Design Review (ADR); Element 2 continued from previous page

A proper soundstage requires a balanced presentation of all channels of sound. The front channels
in particular must convey an accurate perspective of the recorded event by placing individual sonic
images in the proper position within the soundstage. A left or right speaker that is not symmetrical
with respect to the center channel disrupts this symmetry and detracts from a convincing recreation
of the recorded event. A difference in the distance between the central listening position and each
speaker also results in uneven frequency response due to comb filtering.

RECOMMENDATION: The distances to the LCR speakers are all identical, no further adjustments
are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 3
Front center speaker should be centered between left and right
front speakers on center axis with primary listening position.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 4
Front LCR speakers are placed at similar height (+/- 2 feet
between tweeter/midrange center point).

Score Before Calibration:

B

The placement of the center speaker midway between the right and the left has more than a visual
benefit. The recreation of the original post production soundstage requires the duplication of the
original monitor alignments. Proper placement of images within the soundstage for video alignment
and sonic accuracy depends on this symmetry. Also, one of the center channels prime goals is to
allow a correct perspective of the soundstage for all listeners even if off axis out of the so-called
sweet spot.

RECOMMENDATION: The front center speaker is centered between the left and right front
speakers, no further adjustments are necessary.

Humans hear sound differently depending on the height of the sonic source. Speakers placed a
different heights will present different apparent tonal qualities and thus provide a discontinuity
across the soundstage. In worst cases, the imaging is all but destroyed. One of the requirements of a
well matched audio system is tonal matching of speakers. Failure to keep the presentation height of
the front channels similar defeats this important goal.
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RECOMMENDATION: The center speaker's tweeter/midrange center point is 1.5 feet lower than
the tweeter/midrange center point of the front left and right speakers but this is within tolerance and
given the position of the screen would be impossible to change without using an acoustically
transparent screen.

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

B

Element 5
Front LCR speakers tweeter/midrange center point is positioned
near the listeners ear level.

Score Before Calibration:

B

Score After Calibration:

B

Score Before Calibration:

A

The most accurate presentation of sound for most speakers occurs when the acoustical center of the
speaker is positioned at ear level. Extreme positions above and below ear level are considered less
than optimal. The result is that listeners listen to the off-axis sound of the speakers where response
is often sub-par. Extreme deviations such as speakers placed near the ceiling or floor can be
acceptable, though not optimal, if the speakers are properly angled down/up toward the listener's
ears.

RECOMMENDATION: The front left and right speakers tweeter/midrange point is positioned near
the listener's ear level but the center speaker is rather low as detailed in Element 4, however the
speaker is angled towards the listener's ears. This problem would best be solved by employing an
acoustically transparent screen which would allow for correct positioning of the center speaker
behind the screen itself.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 6
Front center speaker is visible from all listening locations
(unobstructed direct sound), accepting any acoustically
transparent coverings.
The direct sound of a speaker contains the essence of focus, and clarity. These are two qualities
customers pay dearly for when purchasing high end audio gear. Blocking speakers from visual view
also blocks its direct sound. Listeners hear indirect reflections and are not experiencing the highest
levels of clarity. The speaker must have a clear path to all listeners' ears to provide even a minimal
level of performance.

RECOMMENDATION: The front center speaker is visible from all listening locations, no further
adjustments are necessary.
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Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 7
Front center speaker is tonally matched to left and right front
speakers.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 8
Left and right front speakers are separated by 45 to 60 degrees
from the perspective of the center of the listening area.

Score Before Calibration:

C

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

C

Element 9
Front left and right speakers should have a clear line-of-sight
from all listening locations (unobstructed direct sound).

Score Before Calibration:

A

All speakers in an audio system should be tonally similar and nowhere is this more audible than the
front three LCR speakers (Left, Center and Right). Failure to assure matched timbre here is a key
failure in design. The stereo illusion depends on these three sound fields working together to give
the illusion of a seamless and cohesive soundstage across the front of the room. Smaller modified
versions of large speakers can be successful alternatives for identical speakers but the best results
occur from matching the front speakers identically.

RECOMMENDATION: The front center speaker is a smaller version of the front left and right
speakers and thus should be tonally very similar to them, no further adjustments are necessary.

One of the themes repeated throughout this discussion is that of matching the layout of the original
post-production soundstage. The recreation involves more than using high quality monitoring
equipment. The proper soundstage perspective depends on matching the same imaging presentation
originally used by the movie sound engineers. The standard for movie work as provided by ITU and
SMPTE is 45 to 60 degrees as shown here. Deviations from this can yield a dull monophonic
presentation if too shallow or an non-cohesive image if too far apart.

RECOMMENDATION: The front left and right speakers are seperated by 80 degrees which is
sub-optimal but given the geometry of the room and the width of the 2.35:1 screen the only possible
adjustment would be to use an acoustically transparent screen.
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Sound seems to easily round corners and is audible irrelevant of the speakers position. We hear the
reflections of sound reverberant sound of a speaker as it scatters through objects and space. The
direct sound though cannot round corners or easily seep between the legs of a beautiful coffee table.
The direct sound contains the essence of focus, and clarity, two qualities one pays dearly for when
purchasing high end gear. The speaker must have a clear path to all listeners' ears to relay this
expensive information.

RECOMMENDATION: The front left and right speakers are unobstructed from all listening
positions, no further adjustments are necessary.

Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

B

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

B

Element 11
LCR speaker positions should not be symmetrically distant from
side walls, floor and ceiling.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 10
Front LCR speaker stands are movable with sufficient available
space to allow repositioning including "toe-in" to optimize
response and soundstage presentation or positions have been
acoustically selected and equalization is planned..
One of the hardest things a sound room designer must do is decide in advance the exact spot in a
room to place a speaker to optimize performance. Expensive computer modeling aside, it is nearly
impossible to account for all acoustical possibilities. The best approach is to design an area of
adjustment or leeway for minor changes in speaker position. Ideally, an area at least 3 to 4 feet from
the front and side walls will leave room for correction of various response problems. Otherwise, one
must depend on equalization as only a partial fix or luck if you're superstitious.

RECOMMENDATION: The front left and right speakers are movable subject to the restrictions of
the width and position of the screen but the center speaker is attached to the bottom of the screen.

The distance between a speaker and any boundary dictates an interaction that influences the response
of the system. These interactions cannot be stopped by treatment or electronic correction so it is
important to randomize the effect by varying the distance between the individual speaker and each of
the various boundaries in a room. This means the speaker should be positioned with a different
spacing from the floor, side walls, and ceiling. An often employed solution for the front speakers is a
subtle shift to one side randomizing speaker distances from boundaries and yet retaining the
proscribed mutual symmetry between the sweet spot and the LCRs.
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RECOMMENDATION: The front LCR speakers are not symetrically distant from the side walls,
floor and ceiling so no further adjustments are necessary.

Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 13
Rear surround speaker(s) are positioned to enhance rear effects
meanwhile promoting seamless surround envelopment.

Score Before Calibration:

B

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 12
Side surround speakers are positioned to allow seamless front to
rear panning, an enveloping surround field and localizable rear
imaging.
The position of side channel speakers can be critical at generating a seamless and enveloping
surround field. Speakers placed behind an obstruction or too far behind the listener can cause abrupt
panning from front to back and vice versa. Speakers placed too far forward do not allow proper rear
sourced imaging. An exception is for dipole side speakers typically designed to be abreast the
listener. Properly positioned side surround speakers will enhance the front sound stage and wrap it
around the audience meanwhile providing for side channel sourcing of key effects.

RECOMMENDATION: The side speakers are dipole and are positioned abreast of the listener, no
further adjustments are necessary.

The position of rear channel speakers for 6.1 or 7.1 should be centered on the back wall of the room.
The role of the surround center channel is to provide imaging sourced from directly behind the
listener. A single surround center is placed midway between the side channels meanwhile a dual
center setup could place speakers reasonably close to each other centered in back assuming
spatializer (THX ASA) circuitry in place. Otherwise about a 70 degree spread will allow
envelopment without Front / Back inversion. These speakers, if not distanced from the listener (or
diffused if not), can significantly disrupt seamless envelopment.
RECOMMENDATION: The rear speakers have a seperation of over 90 degrees which given the
size of the room and the position of the side speakers caused a loss of surround envelopment. The
rear speakers were moved to a seperation of about 60 degrees and THX ASA circuitry was
employed, thus providing a more enveloping surround field.
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Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 15
Rear and side speakers create a wide and sufficiently horizontal
projection of the sound field.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 16
Surround speakers tonally match front LCR speakers.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: This performance element has been improved
Element 14
Front speakers create a mostly horizontal projection of the
sound field and the main listening height is on axis with the
speakers' aim.
While speakers mounted in many different locations seem to be easily audible, the object is to hear
the unobstructed and on-axis sound. What that means is simple; if the speaker is not pointed at or
nearly at you, you are not hearing the correct response. In many cases the sound presented off axis is
highly distorted tonally. Equally, it is important to emphasize that it is the horizontal flow of sound
that enhances envelopment not sound waves flowing vertically. Speakers that mount in the ceiling
must make extreme angle changes to compensate for this. Many do not succeed.

RECOMMENDATION: The front speakers create a horizontal projection of the sound field and the
listening height is on axis with the speakers' aim, no further adjustments are necessary.

In a theater, the function of the side and rear channels is to reproduce a recorded ambient sound field
to recreate a particular venue or scene. In addition the speakers must be capable of generating a
localizable source for certain special effects. Both functions depend on a horizontal projection of the
sound field. In some home situations, there is no choice but to place speakers in the ceiling; a
fall-back position that limits the benefits of lateral enveloping reflections. In this case, placing the
speakers nearly but not directly over the listeners is the best one can do.

RECOMMENDATION: The rear and side speakers create a wide and sufficiently horizontal
projection of the sound field, no futher adjustments are necessary apart from the change
recommended in Element 13.
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The purpose of surround sound is to suspend disbelief. This is accomplished by the careful crafting
of a seamless enveloping soundstage stretching around the listener. Disruption of this envelopment
can be caused by many factors but the top item is the failure of each speaker to blend into each other.
Lack of tonal matching, often referred to as timbre matching, causes the surround effect to be
disjointed and less than convincing. Matching speakers is the best way to optimize the surround
effect with equalization reserved as a final adjustment.

RECOMMENDATION: The surround speakers are the same model of speaker as the front LCR
speakers and thus should be tonally matched them, no further adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 17
All speakers should be firmly setting on or mounted to a massive
and stable or mechanically well damped
pedestal/stand/structure.

Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

A

Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

A

Sound by definition is vibrating energy. Excitation of the air by a quality speaker should provide
that the speaker cabinet is well damped and is not adding unintended vibrations or resonances. A
speaker setting on a less than stable platform can be a nagging source of unwanted vibration and
thus affects the quality of sound created. In addition, the vibrations may allow sound to leak into
structures supporting other speakers compounding the problem. The typical entertainment center is
often a source of such resonances.

RECOMMENDATION: The front left and right speakers are floor standing and firmly supported,
the center speaker is firmly attached to the bottom of the screen, the rear speakers are firmly attached
to the wall and the side speakers are firmly supported on solid bookshelves, no further adjustments
are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 18
Surround speakers should not be placed inside of encasements or
enclosures or resulting resonances are suitable diminished by
sufficient damping.
Any cubby holes or enclosures present in a sound room create opportunities for resonance.
Installing a speaker inside such a cavity simply accentuates the problem. Speakers have finely tuned
response curves that become heavily distorted when emitting sound from within such an encasement.
Deadening the air space with sound absorbing material or isolating the front drivers from the
encasement by an air tight baffle will significantly reduce unwanted resonance. In addition, at no
time is it appropriate to use rear ported or rear firing speakers in such an enclosure.
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RECOMMENDATION: The surround speakers are not placed inside enclosures or encasements, no
further adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 19
Front LCR speaker sound paths are unobstructed, clear of
furnishings or objects other than the walls within 180 degrees
and 4 feet of speaker face.

Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

A

Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

A

The presentation of sound from the Left, Center, and Right (LCR) speakers if balanced and
undistorted creates a three-dimensional soundstage for the audience. Reflections of sound from
walls or nearby object act to disrupt the accuracy of that presentation. Objects, furnishings, and even
plants act to create diffraction ripples in the waves even if not completely blocking the direct sound
path. An open and uncluttered area between the speaker and the listener is best.

RECOMMENDATION: The front LCR speaker sound paths are unobstructed, no further
adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 20
Front LCR speakers are not placed inside of encasements or
enclosures or steps have been taken to sufficiently control
resonance and diffraction.
Any cubby holes or enclosures present in a sound room create opportunities for resonance.
Installing a speaker inside such a cavity simply accentuates the problem. Speakers have finely tuned
response curves that become heavily distorted when emitting sound from within such an encasement.
Deadening the air space with sound absorbing material or isolating the front drivers from the
encasement by an air tight baffle will significantly reduce unwanted resonance. In addition, at no
time is it appropriate to use rear ported or rear firing speakers in such an enclosure.

RECOMMENDATION: The front LCR speakers are not placed inside encasements or enclosures,
no further adjustments are necessary.
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Acoustic Design Review (ADR); Element 20 continued from previous page
Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

A

Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 23
Subwoofer(s) should be firmly setting on or mounted to a massive
and stable or a mechanically well damped surface.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 21
Front LCR speakers are set away from the rooms walls or
response is optimized for near wall/ceiling installation
internally or by equalization.
The phenomenon known as "Boundary Gain" results from placing a low frequency speaker near a
solid wall. It results in the accentuation of low frequency sound energy. In-wall speakers, box
speakers built into walls and speakers pushed against walls are subject to the effect. In many cases,
speaker manufacturers design response compensation into the speaker's crossover. In other cases,
the speaker must be pulled away from the wall or electronically equalized to correct this response
distortion.

RECOMMENDATION: The front LCR speakers are away from the walls, no further adjustments
are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 22
Subwoofer(s) placement allows for positional equalization
techniques and/or parametric equalization is employed to smooth
response.
Uneven bass response means too much or too little bass at various frequencies and often
simultaneously different responses for each listener in the room. This distortion results in a lack of
articulation and clarity and at worst, the result is often fatiguing. In either event, it ruins the
performance potential for a high end sound system. Optimizing the location of the speaker and
listener in the room and the correct use of parametric equalization is the key to solving the problem.

RECOMMENDATION: The subwoofer placement allows for positional equalization techniques, no
further changes are necessary.
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The low frequency energy generated by a subwoofer is powerful enough to excite other objects near
it. The energy can be transmitted through the air but is very efficiently transmitted through solid
objects as well. Installation of a subwoofer in a wall or in a cabinet invites excessive vibration if not
done properly. In addition, the mechanical coupling between sub, other speakers and even other
components can diminish performance. The simplest choice is use the floor as the platform vice a
cabinet or less stable structure.

RECOMMENDATION: The subwoofer is firmly mounted on a stable and damped surface, no further changes are necessary.
Result: No significant change in this element

A

Score After Calibration:

Element 24
Score Before Calibration:
Ceiling at mirror points are sufficiently distant to minimize
interference or are substantially diffusive or at least absorptive
at mirror points.

A

The ceiling is generally not a target of significant acoustical treatment in most sound rooms but its
unobtrusive presence often offers an invisible way to add needed acoustical absorption. For low
ceilings or ceiling where loudspeakers are nearby (< 6') strong reflections can be troublesome and
should be dealt with by absorption. Unless a room has high ceilings and sufficient absorption
elsewhere or speaker's directivity minimizes upward sound energy, the ceiling should have at least
basic absorption at mirror points.

RECOMMENDATION: Although the ceiling is quite low the shape of the ceiling will minimize the
effect of mirror points.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 25
A quality carpet or area rug including a matching thick pad is
employed if room furnishings are otherwise insufficient to
control excessive reverberation.

Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

A

Acoustical treatment is often thought of as fiberglass panels or odd-shaped diffusers. In fact, most
household furnishings can have decidedly beneficial influences on sound quality. One of the easiest
acoustical solutions is a good carpet and pad on the floor. Since carpets do not affect lower
frequencies, a quality pad is necessary to enable proper absorption. The absorption of excess
midrange and high frequency sound may depend on adding it if other surfaces are not available for
treatment.
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RECOMMENDATION: A quality carpet with a matching thick under pad has been installed in the
room, no further adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 26
Left side wall lateral reflections controlled at mirror points by
distance, absorption, diffusion or splaying.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 27
Right side wall lateral reflections controlled at mirror points
by distance, absorption, diffusion or splaying.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Score After Calibration:

A

In small rooms and in situations where speakers or listeners are close to the side walls, the
reflections of sound can act to overwhelm the direct sound of the front speakers. For that reason,
proper design dictates treatment to absorb or scatter excessively strongly reflections. Treatment can
be acoustical panels yet many household furnishing work well to diffuse or absorb sound.
Bookcases, drapes, and even some furniture proply placed can solve a harsh reflection problem.

RECOMMENDATION: The shape of the room and furnishings in the room help to scatter left side
wall lateral relections, no further adjustments are necessary.

In small rooms and in situations where speakers or listeners are close to the side walls, the
reflections of sound can act to overwhelm the direct sound of the front speakers. For that reason,
proper design dictates treatment to absorb or scatter excessively strongly reflections. Treatment can
be acoustical panels yet many household furnishing work well to diffuse or absorb sound.
Bookcases, drapes, and even some furniture proply placed can solve a harsh reflection problem.

RECOMMENDATION: The shape of the room and the furnishings help to scatter right side lateral
reflections, no further adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element
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Element 28
The room has sufficient absorption or diffusion to minimize obvious Score Before Calibration:
echoes or excessive reverberation.

A

The length of time a sound takes to decay is called the room reverberation time or in technical terms
the RT60. This acoustical parameter is very useful in large venues to determine acoustical
intelligibility, but in small rooms its utility is much less useful. In most cases any acoustical
absorption or diffusion used to moderate mirror point reflections is sufficient to control the RT60. In
larger rooms with a more open space, added treatment may be required to stop excessive
reverberation from obscuring clarity and focus.

RECOMMENDATION: The room has sufficient absorption and diffusion to minimize obvious
echoes and excessive reverberation, no further adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element

A

Score After Calibration:

Element 29
Left side wall extends from the front wall to at least the position Score Before Calibration:
of all listeners lengthwise.

A

Earlier elements detail the importance of adding acoustical absorption to side walls to reduce the
intensity of strong reflections. Here we are concerned about these reflections being too weak. Lack
of a side wall or at least some reflective surface on each side means a break in the surround field
there. The side wall provides the seamless link between the front speakers and the side speakers.
For two channel systems these reflections are even more vital as they create the illusion of
spaciousness and width.

RECOMMENDATION: The left side wall extends from the front wall to the rear wall, no further
adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 30
Right side wall extends from the front wall to at least the
position of all listeners lengthwise.

Score Before Calibration:

A
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Earlier elements detail the importance of adding acoustical absorption to side walls to reduce the
intensity of strong reflections. Here we are concerned about these reflections being too weak. Lack
of a side wall or at least some reflective surface on each side means a break in the surround field
there. The side wall provides the seamless link between the front speakers and the side speakers.
For two channel systems these reflections are even more vital as they create the illusion of
spaciousness and width.

RECOMMENDATION: The right side wall extends from the front wall to the rear wall, no further
adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 31
Opposing horizontal wall surfaces are similar acoustically to
preserve a balanced soundstage and surround field.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Score After Calibration:

A

Score Before Calibration:

B

While it is good to have at least one side wall properly prepared acoustically, the lack of the same
properties on the opposing surface is a serious flaw. These lateral surfaces are significant
components in the "system". Their contribution is the foundation of performance for both home
theater and two-channel stereo systems. A non-symmetrical pair of lateral walls can be a minor
nuisance if only minor differences exist or create an off balance and un-involving soundstage if
significantly different.

RECOMMENDATION: The opposing horizontal walls have similar acoustic properties, no further
adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 32
Left side wall is continuous and rear 1/2 to 1/3 of its surface is
substantially diffusive or at least not overly absorptive
preserving envelopment.
The walls in a theater should be considered components just like speakers or amplifiers. The back
portion of the theater, in this case, the side wall acts as a sonic reflector enhancing the enveloping
surround field created by the side and rear speakers. The surface is best designed to be diffusive,
meaning that it scatters sound but at the very least it should not be overly absorptive since this
eliminates the beneficial reflections from these surfaces. The rear section of side wall should have a
diffusive acoustical property as opposed the same walls' forward section which must have added
absorption to control mirror points.
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RECOMMENDATION: The left side wall is continuous and the rear 1/3 is reasonably diffusive,
although some additional diffusion might prove useful in improving the envelopment of the system.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 33
Right side wall is continuous and rear 1/2 to 1/3 of its surface is
substantially diffusive or at least not overly absorptive
preserving envelopment.

Score After Calibration:

B

Score Before Calibration:

B

Score After Calibration:

B

Score Before Calibration:

B

The walls in a theater should be considered components just like speakers or amplifiers. The back
portion of the theater, in this case, the side wall acts as a sonic reflector enhancing the enveloping
surround field created by the side and rear speakers. The surface is best designed to be diffusive,
meaning that it scatters sound but at the very least it should not be overly absorptive since this
eliminates the beneficial reflections from these surfaces. The rear section of side wall should have a
diffusive acoustical property as opposed the same walls' forward section which must have added
absorption to control mirror points.
RECOMMENDATION: The right side wall is continuous and the rear 1/3 is reasonably diffusive,
although some additional diffusion might prove useful in improving the envelopment of the system.

Result: No significant change in this element
Element 34
Back wall is continuous and its surface is substantially diffusive
or at least not overly absorptive preserving envelopment except
at front speaker mirror points.
Overly strong reflections may be present from the rear wall originating from front speakers. Such
mirror points should be controlled particularly due to the possibility if flutter echoes in line with the
LCRs. However, the side and rear speaker's diffusive presentation can actually be enhanced by
scattered reflections from the back wall. Treatment of key mirror points should not make the back
wall overly absorptive. The proper amount of back wall reflection enhances envelopment and the
absence of a rear reflective surface diminishes envelopment and can be a significant flaw in the
design.
RECOMMENDATION: The back wall is continuous but is very bare and may benefit from some
additional diffusion as well as some absorbtion on the center area.
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Acoustic Design Review (ADR); Element 34 continued from previous page

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

B

Element 35
Walls and ceiling are flexible yet well damped and/or bass
treatment is correctly employed.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 36
Room is generally rectangular and is predicted to have uniform
modal distribution.

Score Before Calibration:

B

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

B

Element 37
Interior surfaces do not focus sound reflections toward the
vicinity of any listeners.

Score Before Calibration:

A

The walls of any sound room can function as natural bass absorbers and conversely they can
exacerbate problems when too stiff. In rooms with exceptionally stiff walls, absent any additional
bass treatment, low frequency standing waves can seriously distort response. The natural flexibility
of drywall or sheet rock can be a useful bass absorber if the walls are damped and not prone to
ringing or creating audible vibrations. Adding bass treatment such as Helmholtz resonators, bass
traps, or other designs should be accomplished according to manufacturer specifications since
arbitrary placement can yield variable results.
RECOMMENDATION: The walls and ceiling are flexible yet well damped, no further adjustments
are necessary.

The interior shape and dimensions of a room are well known to cause audible resonances at certain
bass frequencies. These frequencies called modes are always present and no special room
dimensions eliminate them. A room with good "modal" characteristics has modes that are evenly
distributed across the bass frequency range. Perfectly designed rooms are good but so called perfect
dimensions are not solely responsible for the quality of bass. Room shapes to be avoided include
rooms with dimensions that are multiples of each other, square rooms, or any room with the same
dimension repeated like octagon or circular rooms.
RECOMMENDATION: The room is almost square but there is no real opportunity to improve this
given the geometry of the room.
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Acoustic Design Review (ADR); Element 37 continued from previous page

From an acoustical perspective, every large surface is a sonic reflector. These reflections need to be
managed primarily to avoid focusing sound energy. The problem with focused reflections is that the
reflected sound energy is made strong enough to compete with the intensity of the direct sound
emitted from the speakers. Sonic clarity and detailing can be disrupted and in some cases the result
is virtually unlistenable. Any concave surfaces opening toward the listening area like concave
(facing inward) curved ceilings or walls are to be avoided.

RECOMMENDATION: Due to the home theater being a loft conversion the room has a sloped
ceiling but the surfaces are angular and do not generally focus sound reflections towards the listener,
no further adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 38
Room is sealed and all noise producing devices have been isolated
or damped to reduce ambient noise.

Score Before Calibration:

B

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

B

Element 39
Listening positions are not pre-disposed to extreme bass response
anomalies.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Dynamic range is most often thought of as how loud a system can play. Equally, the dynamic range
is limited by a system ability to be subtle and quiet. High resolution audio components are designed
to reveal the most delicate details which can become inaudible if overwhelmed by even moderate
ambient noises. Low level dialogue is turned up only to have loud special effects force us to turn the
level back down. A common symptom of excessive noise is center and side channels appearing to
be too quiet.

RECOMMENDATION: The room has been sealed but there will be ambient noise from the
projector, a hush box would solve this problem.

One of the problems associated with small rooms is the effect of standing waves or room modes on
low frequency response smoothness. In rooms which are generally rectangular, assumptions can be
made on the expected response at any given location. For less symmetrical rooms, computer
modeling must be employed to understand the response. Other acoustical issues such as boundary
gain and boundary interference also point to avoiding certain listening positions in the room. In most
cases, the least desirable locations are near any wall and the center of the room.
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Acoustic Design Review (ADR); Element 39 continued from previous page

RECOMMENDATION: The listening positions are not pre-disposed to extreme bass response
anomalies, no further changes are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 40
Listeners should not be positioned too close to any direct
radiating speaker in the system.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 41
System specifications show sufficient capability to achieve
distortion free reference sound levels in given room volume.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Score After Calibration:

A

The integrity of the soundstage depends on a balanced sound level from all speakers. Sound level
matching is a calibration element, but when systems have more than one listener; for anyone too
close to any speaker the soundstage effectively collapses. A speaker to listener separation of 8 to 12
feet overall is usually sufficient to allow listeners who are not in the center to enjoy a reasonably
balanced soundstage from all speakers. This separation is often more difficult to achieve from the
rear surround field for off-center listeners. Use of dipole speakers for surround channels is a
solution for home theater but reduces the ability to localize rear images especially in other formats
such as DVDA.
RECOMMENDATION: The central listening position is a reasonable distance from all direct
radiating speakers in the system. The side listening positions are close to the side speakers but these
are dipoles.

Understanding how much power is necessary to achieve theatrically correct sound levels with out
distortion is not easy. Many well designed amplifiers seem to defy their wattage specifications
because of well designed power supplies. Some speaker systems are exceptionally efficient and can
greatly extend the dynamic top end of mid-size amplifiers. If the combination of power and speaker
efficiency is not theoretically able to reach 105 dB at any listeners' seat, the system is under powered.
Element 35 plays into this analysis as well.

RECOMMENDATION: The THX specified amplifier shows sufficient capability to achieve
distortion free reference sound levels in a room of this size.

Result: No significant change in this element
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Acoustic Design Review (ADR) continued from previous page

Element 42
Room is sealed, without windows, walls are massive and doors are
solid core with gaskets to limit leakage of sound.

Score Before Calibration:

A

Score After Calibration:

A

Leakage of sound, especially in the low frequencies, means more than just keeping the remainder of
the house quiet. Proper reproduction of low frequency sound requires significant power and
efficient speakers. True reference level sound is often beyond the capability of many home systems.
Proper levels should sound articulate, without strain and distortion. Undistorted and smooth
reproduction at even the highest sound levels is highly listenable and commonly reduces listener
fatigue associated with poor quality reproduction.

RECOMMENDATION: The room is sealed with double glazed windows, blackout blinds, solid
walls and doors, no further adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element

Element 43
All speaker and interconnect cables are high quality, functional, Score Before Calibration:
and installed using professional wire management techniques.

A

Proper wire management is an important part of a well designed system. On existing systems, this
element is designed to determine if an acoustic calibration review (ACR) can be completed in an
efficient manner. If wire management is haphazard and confused, a calibrator can spend valuable
time simply tracking down proper cables and connections. It is highly recommended that such
substandard installations are corrected prior to the scheduling of a final ACR.

RECOMMENDATION: All speakers and interconnects are high quality and installed using
professional wire management techniques, no further adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:

A

Element 44
All components appear to be functional, in proper working order
and properly installed.

Score Before Calibration:

A
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Acoustic Design Review (ADR); Element 44 continued from previous page

One of the functions of the ADR is to review the preparedness of the system for the final calibration
(ACR) process. This component check is not as rigorous as the one to be conducted during the
ACR. It is designed to discover problems that, without correction, could delay or complicate the
efficient completion of the ACR.

RECOMMENDATION: All components are functional, in proper working order and properly
installed, no further adjustments are necessary.

Result: No significant change in this element

Score After Calibration:
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